
Space.  Why Did It Have To Be Space? 

 
{Member} has never enjoyed flight or outer space.  Were it up to them, they would stay on one 
planet for all of their duties and missions.  If {Member} is ever in a situation where they must 
board a ship, they are extremely uncomfortable and may act out of character due to their 
fear.  This may include them disregarding any duties they may have had and simply finding a 
secluded room in which to wait out the voyage. On the lighter side, {Member} is always 
extremely relieved to return back to safe ground.  On land, and with elevated spirits, 
{{gender:He,She}} can be counted on to perform their duties beyond their normal abilities and 
get the job done. 
 
 

 
Shaken, Not Stirred 
 
{Member} is, to be frank, a bit of an alcoholic.  If {Member} ever finds themselves in a cantina or 
another establishment that serves alcohol, they may lose focus on whatever task or mission 
they were supposed to accomplish and instead have several drinks.  On the other hand, this 
makes {Member} very sociable and able to pick up on valuable gossip and mission leads.  That 
is, if they remember them. 
 
 

 
Seen One, Seen ‘Em All 

 
{Member} was originally trained and educated by Jedi. Even after determining 
{{gender:He,She}} was not strong enough in the Force to continue training towards Knighthood, 
they allowed {Him/Her} to stay and hone {{gender:his,her}} other skills to the best of 
{{gender:his,her}} abilities. {Member} is rarely phased by the supernatural feats Force Users are 
able to perform around {gender:him,her}. This allows {Him/Her} to unhesitantly collaborate with 
and compete alongside Force Users with a level head. In the same light, {{gender:He,She}} can 
often overestimate {{gender:his,her}} own abilities with respect to {{gender:his,her}} opponent’s 
sometimes preternatural abilities. 
 

 

Bright Lights, Big City 
 
{Member} has a deep love for major cities and everything they encompass. Skyscrapers, 
bustling nightlife, and bars open into the wee hours of the night make them feel right at 
home.  {Member} will always come into their own if duty finds them in a place like 
this.  {{gender:He,She}} can always be counted on to stay focused when sent to the city, and 
find the most reliable sources of information.  However, this can also cause {gender:him,her} to 
go a bit stir crazy if they’re away from the city for too long, or sent to a more desolate 
location.  {{gender:He,She}} will still perform their duty, but with less enthusiasm, and will likely 
take any shortcut possible so that they can get out of there and back to where they feel at 
home. 
 


